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NAME: Mrs. X 
PLACE OF BIRTH: Vietnam 
HOUR : 21:30 LT  
DAY: 25  
MONTH: January 
YEAR: 1986 
 

INTERACTION REFERENCES: 

            

             CLASH OF HEAVEN STEM     CLASH OF EARTH BRANCH  

 

                Season with animal symbols 
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REFERENCES OF HEAVEN STEM ELEMENTS HAVE A POSITIVE MEANING: 

(1) EARTH element symbolizes honesty, tolerance, obedience, following rules / laws, paying 
attention to prestige, being loyal to friends; it is better to die than to kneel down. 

(2) METAL element symbol of firmness of faith, firmness, friendship. 

(3) WATER element is a symbol of intelligence, and wisdom. 

(4) WOOD element is a symbol of Kindness, Long life, tenderness, and affection for the opposite 
sex. 

(5) FIRE element is a symbol of courtesy, respect and Happyness. 

NEGATIVE MEANING: 

EARTH Element: Open / forthright or vulgar, easily offended, shameless, full of tactics. 

METAL Element: Only he is right; unfaithful, stubborn, betrayed. 

WATER Element: Cunning and bribed. 

WOOD Element: Low-minded, greedy, depraved morals, unreasonable, anger. 

FIRE Element: rude, do not know the rules, not polite. 
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YOUR BAZI CHART            

              

 

 

Bazi Chart Analysis 

DAY MASTER (DM) is JI (YIN EARTH)  

You have a year pillar of the birth combination of elements YIN Wood (YI) with OX 
animal sign (CHOU) this pilar have meaning of: a smart Students, having new 
projects, become popular for opposite sex, many help from others, many 
traveling in life. 

You have a month pillar of the birth combination of elements Yin Earth (Ji) with 
OX animal sign (Chou) this pilar have meaning of: Frankly, speaking openly, 
needing money to achieve goals, it's easy to get a job. 
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You have a Day pillar of the birth combination of elements Yin Erth (Ji) with Snake 
animal sign (Si) this pilar have meaning of: Active and very lucky, being 
recognized for his wealth, whatever he does can turn into money. 

You have an Hour pillar of the birth combination of elements Yin Wood (Yi) with 
PIG animal sign (Hai) this pilar have meaning of: When you are young there are 
many problems, when you are older you are more peaceful, difficult family 
relationships, close to parents outside the family, marriage brings prosperity, 
happiness and can have 2 sons.  

These are the 4 pillars of your life called BAZI. 

Your Day Master is JI ( Yin Earth), In BaZi the concept of STRONG or WEAK 
elements plays a big role in determining how 'Ji' you are.  

Ji Earth Day Masters are productive, tolerant and resourceful, and tend 
to be more understanding of the weaknesses and fallacies of others. 
They however lack the ability to make quick, spontaneous decisions 
when needed- due to their lack of adaptabilility. They are, however, 
relatively gentler, more yielding and receptive in nature due to Ji erth is 
Yin nature.  

Ji earth Day Master is the soil. It is best described as being either the 
malleable, fertile earth of soft, naturing soil that is the cradle of all life. It 
nurtures plants, trees, and creates the possibility of abundant growth on 
our planet. Likewise, Ji earth individuals are resourceful, productive and 
extremely capable. You as Ji Earth usually creative, and stable 
demeanour hides varioys different talents. They may not share all their 
abilities and but these talents will gradually come to the fore. Be able to 
turn any situation into a productive and beneficial one. Ji earth are 
adaptable and don’t really have a problem with coping with different 
situations and circumstances that crop up at the very last minute. Just 
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need to be farmed and cultivated before it cn bear fruit, Ji earth need 
other people to work on then before they are able to produce anything. 
Your main character as Ji earth are capable, talented, flexible, productive 
and creative.   

Ji Earth thinking is very flexible and accommodating, and that is why they 
are often able to come up with solutions to perplexing problems. They 
often have fresh and unique perspectives, but they don’t allow 
themselves to drown in their own thoughts too much. That way they 
always maintain a sense of perspective. Ji earth also have keen 
memories, good at retaining information, maybe possessive and can be 
controlling. Ji earths need to feel economically secure and even 
somewhat “rich” before they can begin to feel self confident. Ji earth 
have privileged and refined tastes and must have those tastes fulfilled. 
Otherwise, they probably do not feel good about themselves. You love 
luxury, enjoys comforts, wants to feel pampered and craves the 
privileged lifestyle.  

 

The interactions in each pillar (HOUR, DAY, MONTH, YEAR) in your Bazi Chart are: 

1. You have FeiRen / 飞刃 in the year pillar this star have meaning potential 

of : 
 accidents with blood, injuries causing bleeding 
 traffic accidents 
 wounds caused by sharp objects 
 surgeries 
 miscarriages or perinatal difficulties 
 criminal injury 
 sudden, unexpected events 
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2. You have  HuaGai / 华盖 this have meaning of : 

 creativity, being an artist 
 interest in philosophy, spiritual development or esoteric, intuition 
 intelligence, a unique style of thinking 
 a person who values freedom and independence, unconventional 
 a person with their own style (in movement and expression) and 

sophisticated taste, elegant, outstanding 
 great learner, understands a lot, is usually self-taught, 

independent in thinking 
 artistic, literary, scientific talent, success in medicine or philosophy 
 often means loneliness, being a monk, a hermit, a saint - the path 

of loneliness serves spiritual development and is often a blessing 
3. You have YangRen / 羊刃 in the Day pilar Meaning: 

- strong will 
- brave and daring 
- aggression 
- assertiveness 
- questioning authorities 
- violent action, impatience, extreme reactions 
- no sense of when to act and when to withdraw 
 

4. You have WuGui / 五鬼 this have meaning of : 
- backstabbing, betrayal 
- bickering 
- being intrusive 

because this WuGui appear at Day Pillars then this will be related to your 
boyfriends or Husband.  
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5. Yoou have YiMa / 驿马 this can have meaning of:  

- frequent travel, migration 
- possibly working abroad or far from home 
- frequent changes of work, profession, place of residence 
- star of movement, change, also adventures 
- this star is often found among people who travel a lot for business: 
diplomats, military, businessmen, travelers 

6. Interaction on your animal sign of hour pilar and day pilar give you 
potential separation or enmity with your partners. Sometimes also can 
lead to divorce on their relationships. This interaaaction call as Liu Chong 
in Bazi term. Liu Chong is the rootcause of your relationship problem in 
your life, this bad energy brings you depression and feeling unpleasant. 
Sometimes person with liu chong int their Bazi chart can have bad 
fortune.  

 

Your strength Day Master (DM) Ji Erth is Strong type, you will have good fortune 
if using the favorable element: Metal, Water and Wood.    

JI Earth have 51% percentage, this Ji earth symbolizes networking or friendship 
that supports and supports to your goals. Then with a strong element of Ji Earth 
will gives you the potential to have a wide network for business and relationships. 
You are easily trusted by people, you are attractive to many people so that people 
feel comfortable when they are near to you.   

Wu Earth have a percentage of 5% in yourself this Wu earth symbolizes people 
who take advantage of you or circumstances where you have difficulty managing 
finances, with low percentage this Wu Earth then you have ability to manage 
finances, you have good plan for the future and not easy to spending your money. 

BING Fire have a percentage of 7% this represent symbol of the Direct Resources 
(DR) or direct knowledge, Direct resource also symbolizes your ability in formal 
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studies both from elementary school to college, the greater of the percentage in 
this Direct Resources element, the more greater potential to become a class 
champion or a professor. With this percentage mean you have the normal 
academic skill and knowledge.  

DING Fire have a percentage of 0% this is a symbol of Indirect Resources (IR) 
represent a knowledge based on inspiration, intuition, God Talk or metaphysics 
ability. The greater of the IR value, the easier it will be for you to get spiritual 
guidance. With this value you are not talent in spiritual guidance, or this mean 
you are person with more logical thinking type.  

GENG Metal have a percentage of 2% This symbol of the Hurting Officer (HO) 
makes you have the potential challenges to do the task or duty. In doing 
something you often have the potential to get challenges from your subordinates, 
customers, or clients. The greater the percentage of Hurting Officer, the greater 
the potential for difficulties caused by your subordinates, coworkers, clients, or 
customers. This is also giving you an opposition side for any rules on your 
community. With this low percentage mean you less have problem from this kind 
of person that interact with you.  

Xin Metal have a percentage of 5% is a symbol of the Eating God (EG) symbolizing 
the comfort of life to be able to sleep soundly, traveling to beautiful locations, 
eating well and everything that causes you to be happy. The greater the value of 
Eating God presentations, the easier you will get something that that pleasing toy 
you. Because the percentage value is only 5%, you are rare to get comfortable 
with the circumstances of your life. 

Yi Wood have a percentage of 15% this is Qi Sha symbol which means an opponent 
or enemy or someone who is direct to against you, the greater the value of Qi 
Sha, the greater the potential you have difficulty. With this value you are lucky 
because in your whole life you are less potential to meet with enemy or bad 
people.  
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JIA Wood have a percentage of 2 % this is representing a Direct Officer, for you 
this mean you have ability to manage organization or company. You have less 
leadership skill and don’t have power of influence regarding the percentage of 
this Direct Officer. 

REN Water have a percentage of 8% this is representing a Direct Wealth, for you 
this is your potential money you can earn from your regular job, or payment after 
you work on project. This is like a salary income that can be predict every month 
cycle. With this value you are person type of employee or have good luck work 
on other person company.   

GUI Water have a percentage of 5% this is representing an Indirect Wealth, this 
will be mean of your wealth earn from your investment asset, price or giving from 
others, money that suddenly come or unexpectedly money.  With this value mean 
you have less potential on receiving this type of money.  

It can be generally interpreted in your Bazi is lack of the Metal element in your 
Bazi and have dominant strong Earth element.  

As a person who was born with the Day Master JI Earth element, then you will be 
lucky if in the current year period you get the balance of your element, you will 
need Metl, Water and Wood element.  

You will be out of luck when you enter the Earth and Fire element period.  
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Bazi at the Da Yun PILLAR LUCK or Fortune every 10 years 

 the direction of life's journey 

 

(Pig/Snake/Ox/Ox ) 

I see in the your luck pillar or also called the pillar of fortune every 10 years in 
the period year 2019 to 2029 is a period of GUI WATER with animal sign Snake 
containing Fire elements. This luck pillar will interact with your birth Bazi so that 
the animal sign Pig in the hour, Snake in the day, Ox in the month and Ox in the 
year pilar will interact with Snake in this luck pilar.  

In the 2019-2029 period there were: 

1. GUI water this will bring a Water element to your Bazi and create more 
Indirect Wealth. The Indirect Wealth will affect for the first 5 year (2019-
2024) and this will bring to your ability to generate money from 
investment, this energy gives you wealth. This first 5 year is good or have 
positif impact to your life because you need water element to make balance 
your Bazi chart. The next 5 years period will have Snake with Fire element, 
this will be Indirect Resources star for you. This means with the Fire 
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element coming to this luck cycle then you will have increase your spiritual 
aspect such as intuition or feeling to the future.  

2. You have   YangRen / 羊刃 this mean in - strong will, brave and daring, 
aggression, assertiveness, questioning authorities, violent action, 
impatience, extreme reactions, no sense of when to act and when to 
withdraw, helps the weak to fight the powerful (a Robin Hood type), 
possible career in law enforcement, military, as a surgeon or technical 
knowledge and know-how, this star often belongs to people with life 
mission, gives them strength and energy to act, so the benefit of the star 
depends on the strength of the chart, for strong DM: bad luck, legal 
problems, bad relations with family,  risk of injury, accidents, surgeries.  

3. You have LIU CHONG clash interaction between Snake in this luck pilar 
meet with PIG in your Hour birth pillar. Liu Chong having potential of 
separation or enmity with your internal thought or children relationship 
difficulty sometimes hard to having children.   
 
From the 10 year luck pillar period we breakdown to the annual pillar here 
we will see the next 2 years: 
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Year 2021 

 
1. The year 2021 is the year of Xin / Chou or Metal Xin with the animal sign 

of Ox, in this year 2021 there are Eating God and Friends this means that 
in the first 6 months of year 2021 there are additional metal elements 
which become a symbol of you to enjoy life getting stronger. Eting God 
mean the ability you to having great time to happy and enjoy your life. You 
can be easy to eat good food and enjoy your belonging. In the next second 
6 months is the period Friend this brings more potential networking and 
new friend to get.  

2. In 2021 you have the HuaGai / 华盖 this star has the potential for : 

- creativity, being an artist 
- interest in philosophy, spiritual development or esoteric, intuition 
- intelligence, a unique style of thinking 
- a person who values freedom and independence, unconventional 
- a person with their own style (in movement and expression) and 
sophisticated taste, elegant, outstanding 
- great learner, understands a lot, is usually self-taught, independent in 
thinking 
- artistic, literary, scientific talent, success in medicine or philosophy 
- often means loneliness, being a monk, a hermit, a saint - the path of 
loneliness serves spiritual development and is often a blessing 
- a person with this star often tends to work hard, undertakes tasks that 
require will and sacrifice - this dedication, however, serves development, 
and therefore is considered beneficial. 

3. In this 2021 you does not have any Branch conflict this mean in this year 
2021 nothing to be worries everything will be gone fine.  
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Year 2022 

1. The year 2022 is the year of REN / Yin or Water YANG  with the animal sign 
of Tiger, in this year 2022 there are Direct wealth  and Direct Officer this 
means that in the first 6 months of year 2022 you will increase in 
generating money as routine income is getting stronger. The Direct wealth 
in this year 2022 means the potential of wealth from the job or salary will 
increse. Then in the next second 6 months after that is the period Direct 
Officer this brings more potential leadership authority and change to 
getting meried. Because wood for you is the symbol of Husband. Wood is 
appear in this year 2022 inside of the Tiger animal sign.   

2.   You have JieSha / 劫煞 star this have meaning:  
 - various types of profits, also financial  
- planning and strategic thinking skills 
- multitasking, fast and effective operation 

3. a Clash or conflict animal sign in this year 2022 is : 

 - Liu PO this is conflict between Tiger in this year 2022 meet with Pig in 
hour birth pilar, this conflict having meaning of forced to accept the existing 
situation.  

 - Liu Hai this is conflict between Tiger in this year 2022 meet with Snake 
on your day birth pilar. This conflict hve potential of being betrayed spouse.  

 

Bazi for your Health: 

As a person with the Day Master JI Earth with Earth element is the strongest  
element among the 4 other elements, so Earth element such as SPLEEN, 
STOMACH, CELLS, MUSCLE will potentially easily ill.  You also having lack of Metal 
element this can potentially sick on your lungs or respiratory system.  
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Bazi for your prosperity: 

As a person with a Strong Ji Earth Daymaster or self element, your prosperity 
element is in the Water element. BUSINESS with the Wter element will support you 
to be financially successful, here I give an example of a good and suitable water 
business element for you: 

You can choice the Water element business type such us: 

1. Liquid or Water 

2. Is moving 

3. Fisheries 

4. Loundry 

5. Dams 

6. Ice factory 

7. Athletes 

8. Marketing 

9. Airlines 

10. Logistics 

11. Transportation 

12. Drinks 

13. Cafe 

14. Shipping 

15. perfume 

16. travel agent 

That all the Bazi reading of you, I wish this can be a Life Map for better 
preparation in the Next future life. Thank you for your kind attention.              
*********************** THANK YOU********************************* 
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DISCLAIMER:  

 

"This reading of bazi only reads the influence of the forces of natural elements that can naturally affect 
your life based on the time and place you were born. Bazi analysis can be slightly shifted or misses when 
you have supernatural abilities, psychics or active metaphysics practitioners because of changes in the 

composition of the energy field in your body from the activities you do which will ultimately change the 
influence of the elements on your bazi " 

HUMAN FATE HAD INFLUENCE FACTORS ARE: 

Bazi = 33%  

Fengshui = 33% 

Humanity's good deeds = 33% 

 

 

Bekasi-INDONESIA,  14 May 2021 

                                                                                        BAZI READERS 

 

MARCUS TOTOK 

 


